2025 Intermediate Sequoyah Masterlist

1.) *Something Like Home* by Andrea Beatriz Arango
2.) *Simon Sort of Says* by Erin Bow
3.) *It Happened on Saturday* by Sydney Dunlap
4.) *The Probability of Everything* by Sarah Everett
5.) *Good Different* by Meg Eden Kuyatt
6.) *The Lost Year* by Katherine Marsh
7.) *The Fire, the Water, and Maudie McGinn* by Sally J. Pla
8.) *A First Time for Everything* by Dan Santat
9.) *The Labors of Hercules Beal* by Gary D. Schmidt
10.) *Impossible Escape: a True Story of Survival and Heroism in Nazi Europe* by Steve Sheinkin
11.) *What Happened to Rachel Riley?* by Claire Swinarski
12.) *Parachute Kids* by Betty C. Tang
13.) *The Talent Thief* by Mike Thayer
14.) *Nic Blake and the Remarkables: The Manifestor Prophecy* by Angie Thomas
15.) *The In-Between: a Memoir in Verse* by Katie Van Heidrich